
LOS ANGELES: Seven years of work
and a journey of nearly seven months were
about to be capped by almost seven min-
utes of terror as NASA ticked off the final
hours to the high-drama landing of its
$993 million Mars InSight spacecraft yes-
terday. Mars InSight’s goal is to listen for
quakes and tremors as a way to unveil the
Red Planet’s inner mysteries, how it
formed billions of years ago and, by exten-
sion, how other rocky planets like Earth
took shape. 

The unmanned spacecraft is NASA’s
first to attempt to touch down on Earth’s
neighboring planet since the Curiosity
rover arrived in 2012. More than half of 43
attempts to reach Mars with rovers,
orbiters and probes by space agencies
from around the world have failed. NASA
is the only space agency to have made it,
and is invested in these robotic missions as
a way to prepare for the first Mars-bound
human explorers in the 2030s. “We never
take Mars for granted. Mars is hard,” said
Thomas Zurbuchen, NASA associate
administrator for the science mission

directorate, on Sunday.
The nail-biting entry, descent and land-

ing phase begins at 11:47 am (1940 GMT)
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, California, home to mission con-
trol for Mars InSight. A carefully orches-
trated sequence - already fully prepro-
grammed on board the spacecraft - takes
place over the following several minutes,
coined “six and a half minutes of terror”.
Speeding faster than a bullet at 19,800 km
an hour, the heat-shielded spacecraft
encounters scorching friction as it enters
Mars’ atmosphere.

The heat shield soars to a temperature
of about 1,500 Celsius. Radio signals may
be briefly lost. The heat shield is discard-
ed, the three landing legs deploy, and the
parachute pops out. “We freefall for just a
little bit, which is an absolutely terrifying
thought for me,” said Tom Hoffman, proj-
ect manager of InSight. But then the
thrusters begin to fire, further slowing
down the 800-pound (365 kilogram)
spacecraft to a speed of just about 5 mph
when it reaches the surface.

Since there is no joystick back on Earth
for this spacecraft, and no way to inter-
vene if anything goes wrong, Hoffman
described his emotions as mixed. “I am
completely comfortable and completely
nervous at the same time,” he said. “We
have done everything we can think to
make sure we are going to be successful,
but you just never know what is going to
happen.” Hoffman added that he has “not
been sleeping that great,” though he said
that might be because of his rambunctious
toddlers, who are two and four years old.
When the first signal arrives at 2001 GMT,
hopefully showing that the lander set itself
down, intact and upright, “I am totally
going to unleash my inner four-year-old at
that point,” he said.

Zurbuchen described InSight as
“unique” because the waist-high lander
contains instruments that were con-
tributed by several European space agen-
cies. France’s Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales (CNES) made the Seismic
Experiment for Interior Structure (SEIS)
instrument, the key element for sensing

quakes. The German Aerospace Center
(DLR) provided a self-hammering mole
that can burrow 16 feet (five meters) into
the surface - further than any instrument
before-to measure heat flow. Spain’s
Centro de Astrobiologia made the space-
craft’s wind sensors.

Other significant contributions to the
project came from the Space Research
Center of the Polish Academy of Sciences
and Astronika, the Swiss Institute of
Technology, and Britain’s Imperial College
London and Oxford University. Together,
these instruments will study geological
processes, said Bruce Banerdt, InSight’s
principal investigator at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.

By listening for tremors on Mars,
whether from quakes or meteor impacts or
even volcanic activity, scientists can learn
more about its interior and reveal how the
planet formed. The goal is to map the
inside of Mars in three dimensions, “so we
understand the inside of Mars as well as
we have come to understand the outside
of Mars,” Banerdt told reporters.  — AFP 
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News in brief

White mushroom warning

KUWAIT: The Environment Public Authority (EPA)
warned the public on Sunday against approaching
white mushrooms, which have appeared in different
parts of Kuwait in the wake of heavy rainfall. The
white mushroom belongs to the amanita family, which
consists of over 600 types of mostly poisonous mush-
rooms, EPA said in a short statement. This white
mushroom may cause allergies, it noted. — KUNA 

Red tide in Kuwait waters 

KUWAIT: The Environment Public Authority (EPA)
said Sunday it spotted red tide two miles from
Shamlan boat-docking area. An EPA team inspected
surrounding maritime areas and collected samples
from waters where the color changed to red. Tests
showed an increase in Myrionecta rubra (355,000
cells in every liter), thus causing the red tide, but it is
not poisonous. EPA said its team also noticed an
increase in the chlorophyll in areas near Kuwait
Towers, Green Island, Mina Abdullah and Zour,
Shuaiba station and Khairan chalets. — KUNA 

Sheikh Ahmad steps aside 

ZURICH: The head of the
umbrella organization of
national Olympic committees
(ANOC) has stepped aside
from his role amid an ongoing
legal case in Switzerland, the
IOC said in a statement yes-
terday. The IOC said it had
taken note of Sheikh Ahmad
Al-Fahd Al-Sabah’s decision to
“temporarily suspend himself
from his role and responsibili-
ties within ....ANOC,” a deci-
sion that will take effect from tomorrow. Sheikh
Ahmad had previously stepped aside from his roles as
an IOC member and head of Olympic Solidarity - the
multimillion dollar IOC purse that funds sports proj-
ects globally. — Reuters 
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The registration is mandatory for Indians heading
for jobs in Afghanistan, Bahrain, Indonesia, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, South Sudan, Syria,
Thailand, the UAE and Yemen. 

“The rule appears arbitrary. In the first place, it is
not right to offload an ECNR passport holder from a
flight,” said Ajithkumar, director of NORKA (Non
Resident Keralites’ Affairs) welfare board. He also said
there is a lack of clarity in the new rule. “The appli-
cant, in most cases, will not be able to provide the
employment duration while registering, as many would
be on a permanent job. It appears that the form is
designed only for contractual laborers. Also, many
applicants will not be in a position to furnish details of
their sponsors,” he pointed out. 

The objective for this registration is to retain the
data of Indian emigrants so that they can be reached
without delay in case of any eventuality.
Implementation of this registration is only the first
phase of the plan to ensure that the system works
smoothly and there are no hiccups, the advisory added.

“Similarly, many Indians working in the Gulf region will
not be able to maintain an Indian mobile connection
beyond a few months. Registering by using an Indian
mobile will be difficult for many. In many rural areas,
Internet connection is also poor,” Kumar added.

According to the advisory, the registration confir-
mation of the applicant will be verified by the Bureau
of Immigration (BoI) at emigration counters prior to
their departure. Offloading of unregistered non-ECR
emigrants at the airports will be carried out by the
appropriate authority after Jan 1. “At the same time,
there is also a positive spin to the decision if it is a
hassle-free process. So far, the Indian government
does not have proper statistics on the Indian diaspora.
This may help the government compile data on over-
seas Indians,” Kumar said. 

Details to be furnished include personal, visa and
travel details, emergency contact details in India and
the destination country and contact details of the for-
eign employer/sponsor in the destination country.
Those already working overseas are not required to
register while they are overseas. However, if they
come to India on vacation and are returning for the
same job, they will need to register. This is only a
one-time requirement for a given employment dura-
tion. Babu Francis, a member of the Loka Kerala
Sabha from Kuwait, said: “This new rule will only
complicate life for overseas Indians. It is an impetu-
ous decision like the one to issue color-coded pass-
ports for Indians.” 

Indian expats
concerned over...
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Our six plus months of nightmare are finally over and
to say we are elated is an understatement.” Asked by
BBC radio about the UAE’s repeated accusation that
Hedges was a spy, Colombia-born Tejada said: “In my
heart, I know that he isn’t”. But she added: “If that’s what
it takes for him to be back, I welcome the news”.

Hunt said on BBC radio of the spying charges: “We
have never seen any evidence that they are true”. Hunt
said he expected Hedges to be released “very soon
indeed”, adding that it was a “bittersweet moment”
because of other Britons detained unjustly around the
world. Hedges, a 31-year-old researcher at Durham
University, was detained in Dubai while researching the
UAE’s foreign and internal security policies after the
Arab Spring revolutions of 2011. He was sentenced to
life in jail by a court in Abu Dhabi last week after he was

convicted of spying for a foreign country.
Lamki said that Hedges was “a 100-percent secret

service agent and was convicted of espionage”. He said
Hedges confessed to gathering information about the
UAE ruling family, military and its involvement in the
Yemen war. “He confirmed he collected sensitive and
classified information about the UAE,” he said, calling
the evidence “irrefutable”. Hedges’ role was “to gather
classified information about the UAE military capabili-
ties ... and sensitive information on UAE key government
figures including members of the UAE ruling families,”
he said. Hedges was arrested on May 5 at Dubai airport.

Lamki said a lawyer had been appointed to defend
Hedges who was also allowed to speak to his family
repeatedly during his detention. The presidential pardon
came in response to a letter by Hedges’ family delivered
by a British official, he said. UAE state minister for for-
eign affairs Anwar Gargash said the pardon allowed the
two countries to refocus to developing their relations.
“It was always a UAE hope that this matter would be
resolved through the common channels of our long-
standing partnership. This was a straightforward matter
that became unnecessarily complex despite the UAE’s
best efforts,” he said in a statement. — AFP 

UAE pardons
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egg, an embryologist also sent in CRISPR/Cas9 pro-
tein and instructions to perform a gene surgery intend-
ed to protect the girls from future HIV infection,” he
said.

Gene editing is a potential fix for heritable diseases
but it is extremely controversial because the changes
would be passed down to future generations and could
eventually affect the entire gene pool. The MIT
Technology Review warned “the technology is ethically
charged”. The claims come ahead of a conference of
world experts in Hong Kong this week, with He expect-
ed to speak tomorrow and Thursday. But there is as yet
no independent verification of his claims, which have not
been published in a peer-reviewed journal - an omission
that the scientist’s critics have seized on. 

The research has been robustly criticized by Chinese
scientists and institutions. The university where He
works said he had been on unpaid leave since February
and his research is a “serious violation of academic
ethics and norms”. “This research work was carried out
by Professor He Jiankui outside of the school,” the
Southern University of Science and Technology said in a
statement yesterday.

And a joint statement from a group of 100 scientists
in China criticized the findings and called for better
state legislation. “It is a great blow to the global reputa-
tion and development of biomedical research in China,”

said the statement posted on social media platform
Weibo. “It is extremely unfair to the vast majority of
Chinese scholars who are diligent in scientific research
and innovation.”

Other scientists all around the world were also criti-
cal, with some saying a YouTube video was an inade-
quate way of announcing scientific findings, and others
warning that exposing healthy embryos and children to
gene editing was irresponsible. Professor Joyce Harper,
professor in genetics and human embryology at
London’s UCL, said: “Today’s report of genome editing
human embryos for resistance to HIV is premature, dan-
gerous and irresponsible.”

The issue of editing human DNA is highly controver-
sial, and only allowed in the US in laboratory research -
although US scientists said last year that they had suc-
cessfully edited the genetic code of piglets to remove dor-
mant viral infections. But this is not the first time Chinese
researchers have experimented with human embryo tech-
nology, and last September scientists at Sun Yat-sen
University used an adapted version of gene-editing to
correct a disease-causing mutation in human embryos.

There is also a history of fraud within China’s aca-
demic community - including a scandal last year that led
to the withdrawal of 100 “compromised” academic
papers. He Jiankui did not immediately respond to a
request for comment from AFP. Neither was there any
response from queries to the organizers of the Hong
Kong conference, and it is not clear whether they were
aware of He’s work. In a pre-recorded video on the con-
ference’s website, biologist and chair of the international
summit David Baltimore said: “We have never done any-
thing that will change the genes of the human race, and
we have never done anything that will have effects that
will go on through the generations.” — AFP 

Chinese scientist 
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Agency, which said he would visit “brotherly” Arab
countries. The Egyptian presidency said the prince
was due to arrive in Cairo later yesterday for talks
with President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi . Prince

Mohammed is expected to attend the G20 summit in
Argentina next week.

Meanwhile, around 100 people protested in Tunisia
against a visit by Prince Mohammed over the murder of
Khashoggi. Tunisia’s presidency said Prince Mohammed
will visit the North African nation for several hours
today, without providing details on the program. Tunisia
is one of the few Arab states where demonstrations are
allowed, following a 2011 uprising that toppled veteran
ruler Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali and ushered in freedom of
speech and the press. — Agencies 

Bahrain ‘rejects’ 
moves to smear...
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of violence to a greater degree than men is indica-
tive of an imbalance in power relations between women
and men inside the domestic sphere.”

The UNODC calculated that the global rate of
female homicide victims stood at around 1.3 victims per
100,000 female population. The study found that Africa
and the Americas were the regions where women were
most at risk of being killed by intimate partners or fam-
ily members. In Africa, the rate was around 3.1 victims
per 100,000 female population, while the rate in the
Americas was 1.6 victims, in Oceania 1.3 and in Asia 0.9.
The lowest rate was found in Europe, with 0.7 victims
per 100,000 female population.

According to the UNODC, “no tangible progress” in
combatting the scourge had been made in recent years
“despite legislation and programs developed to eradi-
cate violence against women”. The report’s conclusions
“highlight the need for effective crime prevention and
criminal justice responses to violence against women,”
the UNODC said, stressing the need for measures to
boost safety and empower potential victims while hold-
ing their abusers accountable. The study also called for
greater coordination between police and the justice
system as well as health and social services. And the
UNODC said it was also important to involve men in
the solutions, including through early education. 

Many women were murdered by abusive partners,
while others were victims in so-called honor killings or
disputes over dowries, it added. Murders by partners or
family are often not one-off attacks, but the culmination
of previous domestic abuse, said the report. “These
shocking findings demonstrate the devastating conse-
quences of gender inequality that perpetuates violence
against women,” Sarah Masters, a director at the rights
group Womankind Worldwide, told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation. — Agencies 

Home is the 
deadliest place...

Anxiety at NASA as InSight 
spacecraft nears Red Planet 

PASADENA, California: Tim Priser, Quality Director, Lockheed Martin Space talks shows a small piece of the Mars InSight heat shield during a social media briefing on Sunday
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. — AFP 

CALI, Colombia: Demonstrators take part in a performance
during a march on the International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women on Sunday. — AFP 


